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Abstract

A review of the recent exhibition ‘Living with buildings: health and architecture’, curated by Emily Sargent at the Wellcome Collection.

The exhibition Living with buildings: health and architecture reflects on a topic that is relevant to everybody. It explores the entire scale of the built environment, from the most private context of housing to the broad context of public space. Regarding health, it contains the entire spectrum of the world health meaning: physical, mental, individual people’s health as well as the health of the public, health as a component of a broader state of wellbeing and the absence of health as captured by the need to provide healthcare. Chronologically, the exhibition spans from the recent past to the present and even catches a tiny glimpse of the future. This is because, in a separate room attached to the main exhibition Living with buildings hosts the prototype of the Global Clinic, a mobile clinic for the Doctors of the World, before its first deployment.

For the general public, the fact that the environment relates to health should come as no surprise. Especially people who have experienced vulnerability could relate to this. Yet, the contents of the exhibition could directly benefit all those involved in the design, commissioning and construction of buildings, as it explores the impact of their decisions to people’s physical and mental health. This acceptance of the responsibility involved, could be traced all the way back to policy. This is both timely and important: even though responsibility corresponds to all stages of a building’s lifecycle as Grenfell Tower disaster has taught us, it is not always perceived and accepted. The fact that the exhibition takes place inside the Wellcome building as opposed to a space connected with the built environment is perhaps an indication of this.

The exhibition presents a broad range of buildings, which cater for health prevention as well as health restoration. Regarding the first, housing is a recurring theme and it is covered in a very comprehensive way. Then, there is space in the exhibition for specialized buildings for health, i.e. healthcare facilities.
The angle that these are viewed is through a normative architectural perspective, very much in consistence to the non-medical buildings.

Spatially, the exhibition is organized in two main sections. The first I would describe as the past and present section. This is mostly expressed by documents brought in to represent the meaning and ambience of places that existed or exist outside the Wellcome building. The second section, which is hosted in another floor without visual connection to the first part, comprises a healthcare building that has not yet been used as such but it is going to be employed in a location where Doctors of the World operate after the end of the event. For this, I would consider it a near-future project.

The main section brings together two main themes: the housing and the healthcare delivery buildings. In the housing section, the curator introduces the theme using Charles Dicken’s quote on the connection between poverty, potential for prosperity and building conditions. Under this political statement, the visitor is familiarised to the appalling conditions of the slums because of the industrialization and the need of large numbers of people to move and live close to factories. Options of healthier, greener communities and secure communities, such as Bedford Park, marketed as the “Healthiest Place on Earth” were reserved to the few who could afford them. The rare exceptions of workers who could experience salutogenic built environment conditions were those working for idealist industrialists who invested in creating the infrastructure for utopian communities. Such was the case of Cadburys brothers, founders of Bournville town influenced by the Quakers principles connecting health, nature, hygiene, education and employment.

The curator stands at the post Second World War period as the timing when most the people acquired was access to healthy built environment. This was materialized through wide development of high-rise buildings and the ideology of Modernism. New, functional buildings that allow for green and communal spaces, ventilation and orientation were equipped with sanitary facilities for hygiene and available to those in need through welfare provision. The socially conscious architecture of Enro Goldfinger is presented for its’ idealistic principles. Yet, we do get of the dire reality in these spaces. Accidents, such as the Ronan Point explosion in New Castle in 1968, anti-social behaviours and dangerousness erased the good intentions and resulted in a situation where all options turned out to be possible: demolition, repurposing -to ironically landmark real estate such as the cult Trellick Tower and now Balfron Tower (Figure 1) - or gradual transformation of these buildings to vertical slums. In the last two cases we are confronted by the lack of accountability towards the most vulnerable: either by them being denied the
choice to return to their homes after improvements or being the victims of chain comprising of several weak links as in Grenfell Tower.

Figure 1: Rab Harling, still from Inversion/Reflection: What does Balfron Tower mean to you?, 2014. Credit: © Rab Harling

For the Healthcare delivery section the spectrum concentrates on how the major movements of normative architecture perceive design for healthcare. Alvar Aalto, one of the most influential Modernists was the architect behind the 1932 Paimio Sanatorium that is one of the key buildings to be featured in the exhibition. The Sanatorium was designed using principles that would result in a building that promotes hygiene (Figure 2). The architecture of the Sanatorium uses the sun and the wind as therapeutic tools. Since the patients who used the facility suffered from Tuberculosis (TB), this was following medical requirements making the building fit for purpose. Yet, the same principles apply to other iconic modernist healthcare architecture presented such as the Finsbury Health Centre but at the same time is close to other healthcare facilities that were designed by Modernists and were not focused on TB such as the hospital that Le Corbusier designed for Venice (Psara, 2018).
Figure 2: Alvar Aalto, Noiseless Washbasins, 1932. Credit: Alvar Aalto Foundation
This angle of approaching healthcare buildings, from the perspective of the normative architecture and especially through the lens of the architectural Avant garde, rather than prioritising clinical implications, physiology or resources, was challenged when an architect that was part of the architectural elite was confronted with the devastating experience of an obsolete medical model and an under-resourced service. The person, Maggie Jenkins, channeled the power of her end-of-life realisation to change the way that architects perceive and value medical environments, from functional to inspirational and at the same time help provide for the patients places they would feel at ease. By writing the brief of the Maggie’s cancer facility (Maggie’s, 2015), she sparked the creation of the Maggie’s Centres. These motivated distinguished architects to be involved in healthcare projects and at the same time supported the already brewing patient focused advocates of healthcare architecture (Chrysikou, 2018; Dilani, 2002) to back compassionate models.

Finally the first part of the exhibition includes the new book by Iain Sinclair, Living with Buildings. The book is inspired by the exhibition, and published by Wellcome Collection and Profile Books.

The second part of the exhibition develops around the Global Clinic created by architects Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, engineers Buro Happold and Chapman BDSP and the Doctors of the World (Figure 3). This is an actual healthcare facility, a prototype, specifically design and manufactured to be easily transportable, inexpensive, easy to assemble and at the same time fit for purpose to be deployable to places facing humanitarian crises. It is a locus for medics of Doctors of the World that can be adjusted to needs. The Wellcome collection is the first stop of that prototype but it will not be the last. After the end of the exhibition, this 1:1 scale model will be re-assembled in a place where it can make a difference in actual people’s health.
Living with buildings is not a healthcare architecture exhibition. It is an exhibition about buildings and the health of the public, as World Health Organisation would define it (World Health Organisation, 1998). Our housing stock linked to our existence as we all need a clean and dry space to sleep and at the same time we need a place to call home that feels safe and where we see our personal stories develop. The unexpected disruption of this continuity as demonstrated by the personal narratives could lead in a loss of our sense of coherence. The housing section demonstrates in a very eloquent manner the connection between health, environment and politics. The exhibition uses multiple media to deliver a message that poverty, limited choice and exclusion from decision-making in subjects related to our houses can affect our physical and mental health. It demonstrates that this was happening during the Dickensian period and might still happen when market economics cast aside people’s health and wellbeing through the repurposing of the housing estates, the loss of former residence’s sense of community and the acceptance of substandard solutions for existing estates.

Living with buildings does not focus on the complexity of the hospitals of the 20th Century, the theories that influenced them or the health policy and finance as normally a healthcare architect might view
them. That would be closer to a newer definition of public health, the one by the European Public Health Association (EUPHA), where public health “includes the broader area of public health, health services research, health service delivery and health systems design” (EUPHA, 2019). Thus, landmarks of specialized healthcare architecture, such as the Planetree hospitals for a patient centre approach (Frampton et al, 2008) or even functional, resource led schemes such Nucleus (British Medical Journal, 1976) - all influential for healthcare architects but which have not yet entered the radar of normative architecture - were not included in the concepts explored. This leaves space for more exploration on the topic, a very significant topic for medical humanities, on restorative spaces and spaces for healthcare in the future.
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